
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Christopher Wyrick:
Group Solo Show

OPENING: Thursday, December 12, 2013, 7-10PM
Design Matters, 11527 West Pico Blvd., LA, CA 90064

Design Matters is proud to present “Solo Group Show,” new works by Chris Wyrick. 
Solo Group Show exposes and highlights the various personas Wyrick embodies 
through the creation of  artworks in disparate media. The question of identity is 
continually  analyzed as one encounters the contrast  between styles and media 
employed by the artist. 

In his iconic checkerboard works, Wyrick deals with issues of polarity in our society - 
the self and the other, good and evil, black and white.  Though he studied painting 
throughout his academic career, the medium of freehand checkerboard that  he 
invented in sixth grade charges some of his most distinctive work. The inception of 
drawing with checkerboard began when Wyrick was a child who sought to mimic the 
classic Vans shoes that he lusted after. Through time, the artist found a way to use 
the checkerboard to draw images and words that embody liminal concepts, the 
checked line a constant reminder of the many instances of duality in life.

Other works in the exhibition include Wyrick's expressive figurative paintings, which 
function as personal explorations of images both from his own past and from other 
sources, as well as paintings that examine alienation and liberation by employing 
imagery from iconic films, such as Rebel Without a Cause and Star Wars.

Chris Wyrick was born in Richmond, VA in 1972 and grew up in Charleston, SC. He 
received his BA with honors from Davidson College and his MFA in Drawing and 
Painting from the University of Georgia. He currently lives and works in Los Angeles.

The opening reception takes place Thursday, December 12, 2013 at Design Matters 
Gallery. The reception is  open to the public,  and the exhibition will be on view 
through January 10th.

For more information about the gallery, please visit www.designmattersla.com or 
email mark@designmattersla.com.
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